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*** 48 HOUR SALE ON RYAN LOCK NOVELS & BOX SETS ***

*** SAVE UP TO 80%80% UNTIL DECEMBER 10THDECEMBER 10TH ***

*** ALSO ON SALE AT $0.99$0.99 IS THE AWARD-NOMINATED THRILLER POSTAWARD-NOMINATED THRILLER POST (BYRON TIBOR 1) ***

 The second novel in the Ryan Lock series, Deadlock is an explosive, race-against-time thriller for fans of Lee Child,

Robert Crais and James Patterson.

Elite bodyguard Ryan Lock has become a convicted felon, sentenced to twenty years in Pelican Bay, California's

notorious Supermax prison. Or at least that's what the United States Justice Department wants everyone to believe.

In reality, he's there to protect one man. Frank 'Reaper' Hays, a founding member of the white supremacist Aryan

Brotherhood, is about to give evidence against members of his own gang for the brutal slaying of an undercover ATF

agent and his family.

And just to make an already difficult job next to impossible, Reaper refuses to go into protective custody.

In a world dominated by violent men, where alliances are constantly shifting and no one can be trusted, Lock knows

that he faces the toughest assignment of his career - just to stay alive...

Praise for Sean Black's Ryan Lock series:
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'Sean Black writes with the pace of Lee Child and the heart of Harlan Coben.' - Joseph Finder

'Black drives his hero into the tightest of spots with a force and energy that jump off the page. This is a writer, and a

hero, to watch.' - The Daily Mail

'Sean Black writes like a punch to the gut.' - Jesse Kellerman

'An action movie on the printed page. Throw into this mayhem Ryan Lock, a protagonist tough enough to take on

the Jacks of this world (that's Bauer and Reacher) and you've got an adrenalin-rush read that you're not going to

forget any time soon.' - Russel McLean
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